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PREPARING FOR PESACH 

The Torah Centre presents a three part series on preparations for Pesach and some helpful advice for 

conducting the Sedarim, especially from a woman’s perspective. They are based on an article entitled 

“Clean for Pesach and enjoy the Seder” that was originally edited by Rabbi Moshe Finkelstein of 

Kiryat Mattersdorf for Orchos Chaim.  It is  based on the responsa of Moreinu veRabbeinu HaGaon 

HaRav Chaim Pinchas Scheinberg, ztz”l, Rosh Yeshivas Torah Ore, to questions posed by women 

attending his regular chizuk talks, many of which appear in the Artscroll book Heart to Heart Talks, 

with this article appearing on Page 227. 

We have modified and added to the original article that has been presented here in three parts, with 
this being the third and final section. The parts are; 

1. General introduction and notes about cleaning 
2. Kashering for Pesach 
3. Preparing and conducting The Seder 

 

PART 3 – PREPARING AND CONDUCTING THE SEDER 

PREFACE 

As mentioned in the preface to parts 1 and 2 regarding cleaning the home, Kashering the 
kitchen and generally preparing the house for Yomtov, times have changed and circumstances 
are very different. While on the one hand, many things may be simpler and we can afford to 
purchase the utensils etc. necessary to make our lives a little easier. On the other hand, the 
fact that expectations of what will be served at a meal have certainly grown and a big pot of 
soup is unlikely to suffice, especially if one is having guests, the preparations for the Seder 
itself have become daunting. It therefore requires a delicate balance, to ensure that everything 
is done correctly and that all the necessary preparations are done for Pesach, whilst at the 
same time not allowing the wonderful mitzvos associated with the Yomtov to become 
burdensome and be observed at the expense of other important priorities, not least enjoying 
the Seder-night itself. 

Many younger women often wish they were invited out, or could go away to family etc. so that 
they should not have to make a seder. There is a feeling that this major undertaking is too 
difficult and there is no way she could cope with it, especially if there are one or two little 
children around to hinder the preparations. The reality is the opposite. If one can work through 
an itemised list of what needs preparing for the Seder, it is not as difficult as many people 
imagine and can be achieved with a minimum of stress, with the sense of satisfaction of having 
taken the Seder in one’s stride only adding to the joy and beauty of the Yom Tov. 

We have therefore endeavoured to provide a list, including the halachic aspects and laws that 
often clarify what one is doing, which in itself makes the job easier and also, many practical 
suggestions. Pesach, more than any other yomtov, has minhagim that have been passed down 
in families and communities throughout the ages. We may not negate any minhag and it is not 
the intention here to Chas VeShalom abolish minhagim which have been passed down by Klal 
Yisroel from generation to generation. Of course one should stick with those customs. 
Nevertheless, Rabbi Scheinberg ztz”l stressed the importance of making the preparations 
easier so that Pesach can be looked forward to and anticipated with joy. Every woman should 
be well rested, relaxed and alert at the Seder table so that she can fulfil all the Torah and 
Rabbinic obligations and follow the Haggadah with the rest of the family. Clearly, the 
performance of her pre-Pesach duties and trying to fulfil every custom, must be balanced 
against her Pesach obligations. When in doubt – ask! 
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There are many laws about which there exist numerous opinions. It is beyond the scope of this 
publication to encompass all of the laws according to all of the opinions. Many people choose to 
be more stringent on various issues. Much can be written about each and every detail. The laws 
contained herein are the basic requirements to fulfil the halachic obligations. If even this is 
difficult, or in case of special need, a halachic authority should be consulted.  
 

 KITTEL: If in your home there is the custom of wearing a Kittel at the seder, then check 
today that it is clean and looks ironed. This can be done a few days in advance, it does 
not need to be a job for the last minute. 

IMPORTANT PRACTICAL SUGGESTION 

Erev Pesach is one of those days that people forget to eat. Breakfast tends to be a hot 
drink because one has already disposed of the Chometz, by lunch time one is flat out 
with preparations and there is little time to eat and by candle lighting time one is 
famished and finished. It is difficult to go into an enjoyable Seder like that. 

So plan ahead. If there is no chometz in the house anymore, decide in advance what 
one is going to eat for breakfast. Bear in mind that Kitniyos is permitted in the 
morning and that the crumbs are not a headache. So rice cakes and corn thins (be 
careful, some contain wheat flour) with some fruit or vegetables, a cup of juice, 
yoghurt with a hot drink, are some of the many suggestions. For those that a chometz 
muesli bar and a cup of coffee will do the trick, keep it in a sensible place (maybe in 
the chometz cupboard in case you forget to eat it) and eat it, in an area so that even if 
some crumbs fall they are easy to clean up. 

Lunch is not complicated! Whilst we can not eat chometz and one can also not eat 
Kitniyos (there has been a mistaken belief that sushi is permitted in the afternoon), 
yet Matzohs can also not be served. There are still plenty of things in the kitchen that 
one can eat. Whether it is a big bowl of soup (even keneidlach are permitted), some 
meat, fish etc. but at least some fruit and vegetables or even some salad and egg etc. 
And of course, remember to drink, too. This will keep body and soul together during 
the last minute preparations and ensure one remains in the right frame of mind to look 
forward to the celebrations of the Yomtov. 

Before candle lighting and the menfolk going to shul, have ready some fresh fruit or a 
plate of salad and a drink. This will mean that the family (and you) are not ravenous 
when it comes to the Seder and will have the patience and the mindset to enjoy the 
whole evening. 

 CANDLES: If possible, longer candles should be used, so that they last through the 
Seder. 

INTRODUCTION: 

After all the work, effort and energy expended into the preparation of the seder, many women 
do not then get a chance to enjoy the seder. This is especially true for those who have many 
guests or have a larger household, where the food needs organising and one must check on the 
oven etc. or perhaps a young baby that needs attention. Some women therefore have a habit of 
taking a bite of matzoh, then running back and forth to the kitchen, taking a few more bites in 
between. Maybe they hear a little bit of the Haggadah but then have to leave the room, take a 
quick sip of their wine and come back to it a few minutes later. In this way, it takes them too 
long to eat the matzoh, and they do not fulfil the mitzvah properly. The same is true about the 
wine, maror, korech (sandwich), and afikoman. Yet we were all part of the great miracles of 
Yetzias Mitzrayim and we all spend the evening celebrating together! Therefore, do not leave 
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the table until you have finished eating the required amount and try and be a participant for as 
much as possible. 

 Sit like a Queen! Relax and be calm while eating and drinking the matzoh and 
wine within the time limit. The cooking can be checked after completing the 
mitzvos. 

 Remember! These are mitzvos that can be done only once a year, so enjoy       
them, and enjoy the whole Seder. 

PLAN AHEAD SO THAT IN THE AFTERNOON YOU CAN FIND TIME FOR A SHORT NAP! 

BASIC LAWS OF THE SEDER: 

There are numerous mitzvos that we do on Seder night, even though we lack quite a few since 
we do not have the Beis HaMikdash. Two Torah mitzvos – Sippur Yetzias Mitzrayim - 
recounting the story of the Exodus and eating Matzoh. There are also a few Rabbinic mitzvos – 
drinking four cups of wine, eating the maror and the charoses, with some aspects to the Seder 
that serve as reminders of mitzvos that we cannot perform, such as the egg and the shank 
bone, eating the Afikoman, or other mitzvos that act as prompts to the children to ask 
questions such as dipping twice etc. Each of these mitzvos is special and each of these mitzvos 
is an integral part of the seder and makes it into a ‘night to remember’. Seder night is not a 
super culinary experience, with a few pages of Hebrew to read, rather it is a super seder 
experience, with some nice food to eat! 
 
One should endeavour to start the Seder as early as possible after nightfall, so that the children 
can stay awake for as many of the mitzvos as possible, maybe even until the Chad Gadya. 
Therefore it is worth setting the table early, and ensuring that everything is ready in advance. 
This allows for an immediate start without the last minute preparations and for you to stay in 
the room to enjoy the entire evening. 

 REMINDER FOR SECOND NIGHT: One must wait until night, before beginning any 

preparations and say Boruch HaMavdil bein Kodesh LeKodesh. 
 
 
PREPARING THE ‘KEARAH’ – THE SEDER PLATE: 
 
This is not a difficult task at all! Everyone - if applicable - should follow their own custom.  

 
 Someone who does not have a dedicated Kearah - Seder plate - can use a tray or 

large plate.  
 
Most people follow the Ari za”l formation (printed in all Haggadahs), which is in the form of 
two triangles. Starting furthest from the person, the shank bone is placed on the right, the egg 
on the left and the horseradish centred below them. Below that on the right is the charoses 
with the karpas on the left and again centred below those two, is the lettuce. The salt water 
does not go onto the Seder plate.  
The three matzohs are placed next to these six items, or underneath them. One does not need 
a designated matzoh bag, but some people put a small cloth or a serviette between the 
matzohs and during the Kiddush they should be covered with a serviette or cloth. 
 

 One does not put any other matzohs on the table, besides for the three belonging to 
the seder plate. At the meal time other matzohs can be put out. 

 
Others arrange their Seder plate according to the Rema, where the items are placed in the 
order that they are going to be used. Thus the Karpas is closest on the right and the salt water 
on the left. Beyond that, the maror on the right and the charoses on the left. Furthest away, 
the shank bone on the right and the egg on the left. 
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The items required are as follows; 
 

 Zeroah - shank bone; This can be any bone which has a little meat on it, (zeroah 
literally means forearm if one has a shank bone and if one uses chicken this is the top 
half of the wing), while other people often use a chicken neck. It may be easiest to 
roast in a small silver foil container in the oven, or if one does not have a Pesachdik 
oven, then in a fry pan without oil. If this is difficult, it can be cooked (in the chicken 
soup or with the rest of the meat) and then singed over the flame to make it look 
roasted. 

 On the two Seder nights we do not eat roasted meat or chicken. This includes pot 
roast, but does not include fried – hence, schnitzel is permitted. One may 
therefore not eat the zeroa on the seder night. 

 Beitzah – egg; This should be cooked hard-boiled. Some have a custom to roast it 
afterwards. [If one leaves the egg on the Seder plate for the second night, the shell 
must be left on]. People who have a custom to eat eggs at the Seder can just boil them, 
they do not need roasting. 

 
 Charoses – A thick sweet mixture that serves as a reminder of the cement that was part 

of the slavery in Egypt; It is typically made with grated apple, some ground almonds or 
nuts, (a bit of cinnamon if you have any) and some red wine. Others add dates, figs and 
other symbolic ingredients. Keep it simple! Unless you intend to eat bowls of it, you 
only need a small amount. [Those who do eat a quantity of charoses need to say a 
brocho on an almond or other fruit, before eating it]. Many people have the custom of 
adding the wine at the seder.  

 
 Maror – horseradish; If you have a Pesachdik electric grinder it is simple. Afterwards 

put into an air tight container, or a sealed plastic bag. This can be opened at the 
beginning of the seder to allow some of the sharpness to evaporate.  
 If grating/grinding by hand, put a piece of carrot into your mouth – seriously – try it! 

 
 Chazeres – lettuce; Usually romaine lettuce is used. This needs checking for bugs – with 

a good source of light, when you are not under pressure and being distracted.  
METHOD. Discard the very outer leaves, then remove the other leaves from the base 
and soak for a few minutes in a bowl or bucket of cold water with a good squeeze of 
salt in it (some prefer to use dish washing liquid). Swirl the leaves in the water a little 
and then rinse off under running water. Check leaf by leaf, holding each individual leaf 
up to clear daylight or a good desk lamp and inspecting both sides. Where there are 
folds in the leaf, inspect those areas carefully. Place in a large bag and store in the 
vegetable box in the fridge. 
 

 Karpas – vegetable for dipping into salt water; The general custom is to use one of the 
following non-bitter vegetables, carrots, red radishes, boiled potato or celery.  
 

 Salt water – It is amazing how many people struggle with this! Take a small bowl or glass 
and put in some water with a good pinch of salt (20% - 30%) and stir. Yes, that’s it! 

THE FOUR CUPS: 

Everyone is required to drink four cups of wine at the appropriate places in the Seder. First 
cup for Kiddush, second cup at the end of reciting the Haggadah, the third cup is for 
Bentsching, with the fourth cup being for Hallel. They cannot be drunk one after another. It is 
therefore important that a woman who has to leave the table (i.e. after the third cup, to put a 
child to bed), and comes back to find the others already drinking the next cup, should either 
say what she has missed, or alternatively they can wait a few minutes so that she can hear the 
Haggadah and then drink her cup of wine in the appropriate place. 

WHAT TO DRINK: Since the wine symbolises freedom and joy and is the celebration of the 
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various parts of the seder as mentioned above, one should enjoy the wine. So choose 
something that you will like. 
      1. Red wine is preferable, sweet or dry. One can buy low alcohol (4 or 5%) varieties. 
     2. If one cannot drink wine one may use grape juice, or a mixture of wine & grape juice. 

 There are some ‘fizzy’ grape juices available, that many people enjoy. 
     3. Those allergic to wine and to grape juice, should discuss with a Rav what they should use. 

SIZE OF CUP: The cup used must contain at least a revi'is, which according to the Chazon Ish is 
150 ml according to Rabbi Feinstein ztz”l is 123 ml and according to Rabbi A. C. Noeh is 86 ml.  

 One does not need to use a silver Kiddush cup, in fact many have a custom not to use a 
becher, but to use a nice glass. Measure a few different glasses before Yomtov so that 
you know which size is going to be comfortable for you to fulfil the mitzvah correctly. 

To avoid drowsiness: (a) Use a cup that does not exceed the minimum shiur (size). (b) One may 
drink a glass of water immediately after swallowing the wine. (The water should be on the 
table at the time that one says the brocho of borei pri hagafen so that the water is included in 
the brocho on the wine). 

 Preferably, one should drink the entire cup. 

 If this is very difficult, then drinking most of the cup is sufficient. 

 Under exceptional conditions, drinking most of a revi'is is also acceptable, even if the 
cup is much larger than a revi'is. Yet as mentioned, one can avoid this situation by not 
using a very large cup. 

TIME LIMIT: Preferably, two swallows. If this is difficult then up to 4 minutes is acceptable. If 
necessary 5 or 6 minutes is also acceptable by some poskim. 

KOS SHEL ELIYAHU – ELIJAH’S CUP: Some people have a special silver or other ornamental cup, 
that they reserve for this honour. One may use any nice glass. 

 There are differing customs as to when to fill it. The two most prevalent are either at 
the beginning of the seder when filling the other cups for Kiddush. Alternatively, after 
bentching and drinking the third cup. See notes on HALLEL. 

LEANING: The mitzvoh of Haseivoh is to give one a feeling of freedom; One must lean on the 
left side, however, one should not lean in an uncomfortable manner. For this reason many 
people use cushions to facilitate a comfortable leaning. The minhag is that women do not have 
to lean. 

SEDER STEP BY STEP:  

While it is impossible to detail in such a publication, all the laws of the Seder, we outline below 
some of the issues that may not be known or will serve as a reminder to help you prepare and 
tailor the evening to your personal circumstances. 

KADESH: Making Kiddush.  

REMINDER FOR THE SECOND NIGHT. 

             DID YOU LIGHT CANDLES YET???  



 Many people have the custom to say or sing the ‘simanim’ the order of the seder, 
Kadesh, Urchatz, Karpas, Yachatz etc. before they begin the Seder. They also 
announce at each stage, which of the simanim are going to be taking place – except of 
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course where one can not speak. 

 There are various customs when it comes to Kiddush at the seder. Some families say all 
the words aloud in unison, while in other families, one person leads aloud and everyone 
else says the Kiddush quietly. Many do the same as they would for every Kiddush on a 
shabbos or yomtov and listen to the person leading. If this is how you do it, then 
remember to listen to all the brochos and answer Amen so that you have fulfilled your 
own mitzvah. After all, you have your own cup of wine. 

 The cups should be rinsed out before this first cup. They do not need rinsing out before 
the other three cups. 

 As a sign of freedom and affluence, we do not fill our own cups, but rather fill for each 
other. This is again a wonderful way of involving some young ’waiters’ – just have 
plenty of spare tissues or serviettes, to catch the drips! And don’t allow some stains to 
spoil your evening – it shows you had a successful Seder! 

 Contrary to the widespread practice, the cup should be filled to the brim. [If some spills 
on to the table cloth it is a wonderful siman brocho - a good omen that indicates 
blessing and good fortune in the home, so don’t get upset.] 

 Have in mind that one is fulfilling the mitzvah of Kiddush and also the first of the four 
cups. 

 Women, who said the brocho of Shehecheyanu when they lit the candles, do not repeat 
it during the Kiddush, but respond Amen having in mind that it refers to all the special 
mitzvos of the evening. 

 REMINDER FOR THE FIRST NIGHT 
 

AT THE BEGINNING OF THE KIDDUSH, ADD THE EXTRA PIECE FOR FRIDAY EVENING 
ALSO, ADD IN ALL THE WORDS IN BRACKETS, FOR SHABBOS. 

 
 REMINDER FOR THE SECOND NIGHT 

 

ADD THE EXTRA TWO PARAGRAPHS FOR SHABBOS NIGHT, INTO THE KIDDUSH 

URCHATZ – Washing the hands. Have a bowl and washing cup ready filled and a towel. No 
brocho is recited. In some homes only the head of the household washes, (or the children wash 
the father’s hands to display the royalty of the evening), while others have the custom that 
everyone washes. NO BROCHO IS RECITED ON THIS WASHING. 

KARPAS: A small piece of vegetable is dipped into the salt water, Borei Pri Hoadomo is recited.  

 Have in mind that the brocho is also for the lettuce to be eaten afterwards.  

The vegetable is then eaten. Since the purpose is to prompt the children to ask, they should be 
actively involved in the process. One does not eat a kezayis – a piece the size of an olive – so 
that one should not need to recite the after brocho. [It may be easier to use toothpicks or 
disposable forks, rather than silverware]. You do not have to leave karpas on the seder plate 
afterwards.   

YACHATZ: Take the middle of the three matzohs and break it in half. Again, involve the 
youngsters that they will question. The smaller piece is put back between the two matzohs and 
the larger piece is put into an afikomen bag, or wrapped in a cloth or serviette and ‘hidden’ for 
the Afikomen. 
 

 There is a beautiful custom of putting the wrapped up matzoh on the shoulder and give 
an actual demonstration of how Am Yisroel left Mitzrayim. One sings and dances 
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especially with the children, this sets a very positive tone for the rest of the seder.  

MAGGID: The reciting of the Haggadah. Fill all the cups before beginning the Mah Nishtanah. 

Haggadah is a delicate balance, because the mitzvah is telling the entire story of Yetzias 
Mitzrayim, from when Avraham Avinu discovered Hashem and left behind the idolatry of his 
father’s home, all the way through to Am Yisrael accepting Torah & Mitzvos – in the merit of 
which - we left Egypt. We need to convey the servitude and hardship on the one hand, then the 
miracles, the 10 plagues and the redemption, on the other. We need to listen to the questions 
of the evening and give satisfying answers, one must talk and tell stories on the level of each 
child, while ensuring that everyone around the table can participate in a stimulating discussion 
that leaves us with Emunah and Chizuk.  Yet one still needs to ensure that the younger children 
are able to be awake for the eating of matzoh and maror, so one needs to ensure that things 
move on – one can always discuss more, once the mitzvos have been fulfilled. 

 There is no need to repeat the Mah Nishtanah after it has been asked.  

 As mentioned, Seder night is everybody’s mitzvah, so everyone needs to say the 
Haggadah. In some families, they all say everything together, either aloud or follow in 
an undertone, while others have the custom that one person leads and everyone else 
listens. Either way, make sure that you are also part of this beautiful mitzvah. 

 When saying the ten plagues, one uses the index finger (pointer) to spill a drop of wine 
out of the cups. Explaining the Makkos is an important part of Maggid. 

 The three things that need discussion (Pesach, Matzoh and Maror) must be said by 
women as well. If you must leave the room for a couple of minutes to check on the 
food, plan ahead so that you will be able to participate at this point until the drinking of 
the second cup. 

 When explaining Pesach, one does not lift up the shank bone but rather gazes at it. For 
Matzoh and Maror one lifts them up to show. 

ROCHTZOH: Everyone washes for eating Matzoh. 

 Before going to wash, spend one minute explaining that; 

 We are now going to do 5 things - Rochtzo, Motzi, Matzoh, Moror, Korech.  

 One should not speak from the washing until we have finished the sandwich. 

 One must lean for the eating of Matzoh. 

 One does not lean for Maror. 

 One must lean when eating the Korech sandwich. 

 Give out extra shemura matzoh so that everyone will have plenty. 

MOTZI MATZOH: Ensure that everyone has the required amount of shemura matzoh that they 
need for the mitzvah. Hold the two and a half matzohs and say Hamotzi. Let go of the bottom 
whole one and hold only the top whole matzoh and the broken piece and say the brocho on the 
mitzvah of matzoh – Al achilas matzoh. WE DO NOT DIP INTO SALT! 

 Give a little piece of each of the top one and a half matzohs that were on the seder 
plate to everyone, but they must of course eat extra shemuro matzoh to eat the 
necessary amount of two kezaisim. 
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 Remember to lean and have in mind that one is fulfilling the Torah mitzvah of 
eating matzoh. 

SPECIAL NOTES ON EATING MATZOH AND MAROR: 

      It should be noted that; 

 Shemura matzoh must be used for Motzi-Matzoh, Korech, and Afikoman. If this is 

impossible then a Rav should be consulted. Preferably hand matzoh should be used. 

 Korech is a mitzvoh deRabbonon and requires a kezayis of matzoh and a kezayis of 

maror. 

 Afikoman is a mitzvoh deRabbonon and requires a kezayis of matzoh. It would be 

preferable to eat two kezeisim. 

 Elderly people or those unable to meet these requirements should consult a Rav. 

SIZE: The size of a kezayis is a measurement in volume equal to the volume of half an egg. 

There is a difference of opinion if our eggs are smaller than those at the time of the 

Talmud. According to the Chazon Ish zt"l the size of a kezayis deOraisa is 45-50 cc. and 

according to HaGaon HaRav A. Chaim No'eh zt"l it is 25.6-28.8 cc. According to the Mishna 

Berurah, for a mitzvah deOraisa we should measure according to the larger shiur (size) 

and for a mitzvah deRabbonon it is permissible to rely on the smaller shiur. 

 It is very hard to give an exact standard shiur for the amount of hand matzoh that one has 
to eat for a kezayis deOraisa and a kezayis deRabbonon, since they vary in size and 
thickness. Therefore if in doubt a Rav should be consulted. However, one can rely on the 
fact that by breaking the matzoh into small pieces and then filling up one's mouth with as 
much matzoh as possible (remaining relaxed) leaving minimal room for chewing 
afterwards, one will have eaten enough to fulfil one's obligation of the mitzvah of eating 
Motzi-Matzoh. [Probably a third of a hand matzoh and about a half a machine matzoh 
makes up a kezayis – the secret is not to get stressed about it, remain relaxed and then it 
is easier to eat the required amount]. 
 
 TIME LIMIT: 

 If possible it is preferable to try and swallow a whole kezayis at one time. 
Otherwise, it is preferable that the kezayis for the mitzvah deOraisa of 
matzoh should be eaten within 2 minutes or at least 4 minutes. If difficult, 
then 5-6 minutes is acceptable by some rabbinical authorities. Under very 
exceptional circumstances, 9 minutes is also acceptable. If one encounters 
difficulty, a small amount of water may be sipped while chewing. 

 Relax, chew well and then begin swallowing. The time limit starts from       
when you begin swallowing. 

MAROR: The lettuce need not be bitter and one can use the leaves or/and the stalks. The maror 
should be dipped into the charoses and the brocho recited. One does not lean. [One large leaf 
and certainly two medium leaves are a kezayis]. 

KORECH: SANDWICH: Using the bottom matzoh from the seder plate, one divides that up that 
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there should be some for every participant. Take some extra shemurah matzoh and break into 
pieces. Some ground horseradish is put into a lettuce leaf, which is then dipped into charoses 
and put in between two pieces of matzoh. Recite “zecher lemikdash keHillel” and eat leaning. 

SHULCHAN OREICH: Set the table! Have all the crockery, cutlery etc. ready on a side table and 
this saves a lot of time. This is better than having everything on the table earlier, as it does not 
leave room for all the Haggadahs and the cups of wine. 

 Some people eat hard boiled eggs at this point. There is no minimum quantity 
necessary. 

 Regular matzoh can also be eaten during the meal. 

 Don’t over eat, so that one can still have appetite to eat the afikomen. 

 Have a nice yomtov meal. 

TZAFUN: Eating of the Afikomen. Take out the broken piece of Matzoh that was ‘hidden’ 
(tzafun=hidden) – that is if you can find it! – and give each person a small amount. One needs to 
eat a kezayis (or even better, two kezaisim) altogether, so distribute plenty extra shemura 
matzoh so that everyone can do this mitzvah properly. 

 After eating the Afikomen one may not eat or drink anymore. Water is permitted. 

BORECH: Pour the third cup of wine. Shir Hamaalos is sung (interestingly it is not printed in 
some Haggadahs) and one washes Mayim Acharonim. At this point people are often feeling 
tired, so with a nice melodious benching one can reignite the atmosphere. If there is a zimun, 
the host should lead the benching.  

 REMINDER FOR FIRST NIGHT - ADD 'RETZEH' (FOR SHABBOS) IN BENCHING. 

HALLEL: Songs of Praise and Thanksgiving to Hashem. 

 If you have not filled Eliyahu’s cup, do so now. This can be a nice Kiddush cup or a 
large glass, if you do not have a designated cup. [Many have the custom to use the wine 
for Kiddush in the morning, while others just pour it back into the bottle. Do not leave 
the wine uncovered overnight.] 

 The door is opened and left open while “Shefoch Chamoscho” is said. 

 The fourth cup is now filled. (Some fill before Shefoch Chamoscho). 

 The main mitzvah is to say the Hallel aloud, with song and joy – not in a rush as if one 
wants to get it all over already. One remains seated. 

 If there are three adults having the seder together, then one acts as the ‘Chazan’ for 
Hodu Lashem etc. Ana Hashem, where he says the verse and the others respond and say 
the next verse etc. as in shul. Otherwise they all just say the verses together. 

 Women need to say or hear the Hallel, so that they can drink the fourth cup, as 
explained earlier. One can not drink the cup before the end of Hallel. 

 One may speak out explanations etc. if this will enhance the various prayers and songs. 

NIRTZAH: After drinking the fourth cup of wine, one says ‘Al Hagefen’ the after brocho for the 
wine. One sings Chassal Siddur Pesach and Leshana Haba Biyrusholayim. The traditional songs 
that have a sense of longing and yearning for the rebuilding of the Beis Hamikdash and the 
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eternal hope and Emunah for Moshiach should be sung with joy and simcha.   

In the merit of a wonderful seder may we merit – together with all of Am Yisrael – to see the 
coming of Moshiach Bimheira Beyameinu. 
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